
THE FRESH AIR CLIP

30% more air freshener than standard 
rimsticks. Gradually releases air freshener 
over 30 days.

Believe it or not, urinals are not the only producers of smells in 
your washroom. Toilets in mens washroom, disabled washrooms 
and even ladies washrooms all can smell a bit off.

The Fresh Air Clip has been designed out of a polymer that contains 
fragrance oils. This polymer gradually releases the fragrance over 30 
days giving your cubicle areas the fragrance lift they need.

Made of environmentally material, these 100% recyclable Bowl 
Clips will not dissolve in or pollute water.

They are easy to use, simply clip them over the outside of the bowl 
and watch them shrink as the fragrance evaporates.

Hotels / Clubs

Retail Education

Food

Contract Cleaning

Industry

Hospitality

The clip should be placed over the rim to the 
rear of the bowl with the main side facing out, 
and the seat down.

Used Clip  will shrink by 30% in 30 days, to a tight 
fit

Make it a pleasure to enter the washroom. By 
using Fresh Air Clips you and your patrons will 
enjoy pleasant fragrances.

From now on the smell in your washroom will 
remind patrons of an up market washroom in a 
5 star hotel, and they will treat it like one.
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PART NO DESCRIPTION  COLOUR

EBC72HM Herbal Mint Light Green

EBC72MG Mango Orange/Red

EBC72SA Spiced Apple Dark Red

EBC72CB Cotton Blossom Light Blue

EBC72CM Cucumber Melon Blue/Green

KEY USERS

By using different fragrances each time 
patrons will notice the pleasant fragrance 
more than the same old one

Prevent this

Facing out 30x more
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Shrinks by 30%

Alternate fragrances Present this


